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Stata 12.1: User Guide
1. Introduction
Stata is a general-purpose integrated statistical software package created in 1985 by StataCorp LP. It is a
powerful statistical software that enables users to analyze, manage, and produce graphical visualizations
of data. The software enables users to manipulate, analyse and produce data in final forms, like tables,
graphs, figures, etc. Stata can be used either through dropdown menus or using commands. Since Stata
is a programmable statistical package, new features are adding continuously by its users and developers.
This manual describes features and functionalities of Stata version 12.1.
Stata improves the processing speed of system by holding the data in memory, instead of accessing it
from hard drive. Moreover, it automatically adjusts the memory for the opened data file. As such, there
is no need to allocate memory manually while using Stata. However, if you are using earlier versions of
Stata, you may still be required to allocate memory manually.
On opening Stata, the screen that appears is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Opening Screen of Stata
At shown in Fig. 1, opening screen of the Stata has five distinct panels, i.e. i) "Command" panel at the
bottom where you need to use commands for functions and calculations supported by Stata; ii) Main
panel where results of command is displayed; iii) “Review” panel at the left lists all the commands used
during the calculation and analysis; iv) “Variable” panel, at the right side of screen, displays all the
variables in the dataset; and v) “Properties”, at the lower panel shows properties of each variables.
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2. Opening Dataset
Example of NSSO round “Schedule 25.2: Participation and Expenditure in Education, 64thRound" dataset
is used in this manual. This survey was conducted during the period of July 2007 to June 2008. Use the
following dropdown function in Stata to open a dataset: File > Open
The screen displayed on opening the file is given in Fig. 2. You can see list of variables used in the dataset
is displayed in the variables box at the right side of screen.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of Opening a File in Stata
You can also open a dataset in Stata using the following command in the command panel available at the
bottom of the screen: use <filename>, clear
This command will also lead to the opening of file as shown in Fig. 2. At the end of command, clear
means that the existing data stored in the memory will be cleared.
3. Changing Directory
Use "Changing Directory” command, to specify the location to save the files. For example, if you want to
save the files in H:\NSSO folder, use the following command: cd H:\NSSO
Once this command is executed, all the save and load options will work from this location only. There is
no need to provide file directory specifications at the time of opening, closing or saving the dataset.
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4. Viewing Data
Stata provides two options to view data, i.e. Data Editor (Browse) and Data Editor (Edit). Unlike other
statistical software, data does not appear in the main window in Stata. A user is required to choose one
of the two options from the tool bars to view the data in Stata.
4.1

Data Editor (Browse)

Click at Data Editor (Browse)
from the Tool Bars to view or browse the uploaded data in Stata.
The screen displayed on clicking at "Data Editor (Browse)" is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Display of Data using Data Editor (Browse)
The Data Editor (Browse) option allows its users to view the data. However, users are not allowed to
change the values of data. In Fig. 3, each column represents data for various variable and each row
represents data of different household for given variables.
4.2

Data Editor (Edit)

To view and edit the data, click at Data Editor (Edit)
on the toolbar. Screen similar to Fig. 3 will
appear .However, users can edit the values of data, numbers of variables, their properties, etc.
5. Basic Commands
This section covers basic descriptive statistics commandused in Stata for displaying descriptive statistics
about type, nature and properties of data. These commands include lookfor, describe, summarize, etc.
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5.1 Lookfor
Variables in a dataset can be searched using their names and descriptions using "lookfor" command. For
example, if you want to search all variables dealing with consumption in the dataset, use "lookfor
consumption" command. Resultantly, all variables dealing with consumptions is displayed as shown in
Table 1. Table 1 shows that there are six categories of consumption variables available in the dataset.
Likewise, one can search other variables by typing their names after "lookfor".

Table 1. Six Categories of Consumption Variables Displayed using “Lookfor” Command
5.2 Describe
"Describe" command" is another way to look at the variables in the dataset. For describing all the
variables in a dataset, use "describe" command in a given dataset and press "enter". Table 2 given below
is displayed. However, if you wish to describe a particular variable, type "name of variable" after
"describe". Resultant output is shown in Table 3. In this example, the variable "household expenditure
on dependents" is described using the command given below:
describe HHD_INCUR_EXP_FOR_DEPENDANTS

Table 2: Description of All Variables in a Dataset using Describe Command
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Table 3: Description of Variable “Household Expenditure on Dependents” using Describe Command
Likewise, more than one variable can be described by adding the names of variables after "describe"
command.
The “describe” function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Data > Describe Data in Memory
On navigating to "describe function" through menu system, the screen given in Fig. 4 will appear. Select
desired variable(s) from the drop-down panel (see Fig. 4) or else leave the variable list empty and click
on "OK". Table 2 will be displayed, if you choose to leave the variables box empty, or else Table 3 will
appear, if you select a particular variable like “household expenditure on dependent”.

Fig. 4: "Describe" Function through Menu System
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5.3 Codebook
The "codebook" command provides more detailed information about the variables than "describe”
command. For example, if you want to get detailed information about a variable, namely, “Consumption
expenditure” from a dataset, use the following command: codebook consumption.
The “codebook” command provides mean, standard deviation, percentiles, etc. of the "consumption
expenditure" as shown in Table 4. Similarly, detailed information can also be obtained on all variables by
just writing “codebook”.

Table 4: Details of Variable Consumption Expenditure using Codebook Command
To get compact information on variables, use the following command: codebook, compact
This command will produce the information provided in Table 5.

Table5: Compact Information on Variables using Codebook Command
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The "codebook”function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Data > Describe Data > Describe data contents (codebook)
On selection of “codebook” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in Fig. 5 will
appear. From the option box, select desired variable. In this example, variable "total consumption
expenditure" is selected. On clicking at "OK", Table 4 will be displayed.

Fig. 5: Option Box for Selection of Variable (Codebook)
5.4 Summarize
The “summarize” command in Stata produces some basic characteristics of data, e.g. number of
observations, mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum, etc. Use the following command to
generate a summary: summarize
This command will produce the result as shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Summary of Basic Characteristics of Data using Summarize Command
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You can also get the detailed statistics by typing detail after summarize i.e. "summarize, detail"
command. This will produce Table 7 given below.

Table 7: Detailed Statistics Produced using “summarize, detail” Command
You can also obtain the detailed summary statistics for sub-group using “IF” function in summarize
command. For example, if you are interested in obtaining the consumption expenditure for rural sector
only, use the following command: summarize PURCHASE if SECTOR==1, detail
This command will produce Table 8, where the summary statistics of consumption expenditure in rural
areas is shown. Sector code 1 here represents rural areas.

Table 8: Summary Statistics of Consumption Expenditure in Rural Areas Produced using Summarize
Command for Sector 1 (Rural Area)
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The "summarize” function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Data > Describe data > Summary Statistics
On selection of “Summary Statistics” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in Fig. 6
will appear. Select desired variables from the drop-down variable list or else leave it blank, if all variables
are to be summarised. On clicking at "OK", Table 6 will be displayed as result.

Fig. 6: Option Box for Selection of Variable (Summarize)
5.5 Inspect Variables
The "inspect" command in Stata provides detailed information on the numeric variables. It provides
negative, positive, zero, missing, unique values, integer and non-integer values and a histogram of the
variables. For inspecting the variable "GIFTS_AND_LOANS", for example, use the following command:
inspect GIFTS_AND_LOANS
This command will produce Table 9, where the essential statistics of "consumption expenditure" is
shown.

Table 9: Essential Statistics of Consumption Expenditure using Inspect Command
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The “Inspect variables” function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned:
Data > Describe data > Inspect Variables
On selection of “Inspect Variables” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in Figure 7
will appear. Select variable "GIFTS_AND_LOANS” from the option box. On clicking at "submit" and "OK"
button, Table 9 will be displayed. The similar inspect function can also be used through dropdown
menus, shown in Figure 7.

Fig.7: Option Box for Selection of Variable (Inspect Variable)
6. Importing Txt. File (Fixed Width Data)
Very often, important datasets carry textual information on each household, individual, or firm. In Stata,
one can import the “txt. data” using the following command:
infix specifications using <filename>
In this example, for importing the text file provided by the NSSO, i.e. “Schedule 25.2: Participation and
expenditure in Education, 64th Round" (Block 1&2), the following command is used:
infix CRS 1-3 FSU 4-8 Round 9-10 Schedule 11-13 Sample 14 Sector 15 State 16-18 Dist 19-20 Stratum 2122 Sub 23-24 Sub_round 25 Sub_Sample 26 FOD 27-30 HG 31 Second_Stage_Str 32 Sample_HH_No 3334 level 35-36 filler 37-41 Informant_sl_no 42-43 response_code 44 survey_code 45 subst_code 46 using
"H:\NSS 64th Round-Participation and Exp in Education\Nss64_25.2\Data\AH1C25.TXT"
The above specifications like: CRS 1-3, FSU 4-8, Round 9-10, and Schedule 11-13, etc. are obtained from
the layout file provided by the NSSO. As a result of the above command, data will be imported in Stata as
shown in the Fig. 8.
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Table 10: Display of Result for Imported Data from txt.file
The importing text data can also be performed in Stata using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
File > Import > Text data in fixed format
On selection of “Text data in fixed format” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in
Fig. 9 will appear. Select "Specifications" from the Option Box (Fig. 9) and provide the specifications i.e.
CRS 1-3, FSU 4-8, etc. given in layout file of NSSO. After providing the specifications details, select a text
file to be imported and click on "Submit" and "OK" button. Table 10 will be displayed.

Fig. 9: Option Box for Selection of Specifications and Uploading of Data file (Import Text Data)
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7. Tabulation
Stata can produce a wide range of tables with required statistics. For example, in this round of NSSO:
25.2, a large number of persons were interviewed during the period of survey at all India level.
Use the following command to get the data on number of interviews conducted: tabstat <varname>,
statistics (count)
In this example, in place of "varname", "HH_SIZE"is used followed by "count" to count number of
persons interviewed. Table 11 is produced as a result of this command.

Table 11: Statistics on No. of Persons using Tabstat Command
The "Tabstat” command in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Statistics > Summaries, Tables and Tests > Tables > Table of Summary Statistics (tabstat)
On selection of “Table of Summary Statistics” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given
in Fig. 10 will appear. Select variable from the “variable” drop down pan given in option box.In this
example, we have selected variable "HH_SIZE" from the variable pan to get its summary statistics. On
clicking at "submit" and "OK" button, Table 10 will be displayed.

Fig. 10: Option Box for Selection of Variable (Table of Summary Statistics)
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7.1 Tabulation with One Categorical Variable
In the example given above, number of persons were counted for one variable at India level. Likewise, if
number of persons are to be counted at state level, use the command given below:
tabstat <varname>, statistics (count) by (STATE)
This command will produce Table 12 where state-wise numbers of persons are depicted. In the "STATE"
column, state codes are revealed and in column "N", numbers of persons are displayed. This function in
Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as shown in previous example. However, in addition,
check the “Group Statistics by Variables” and select "STATE" in the option box. Table 12 will be
produced as a result.

Table 12: Summary Statistics: State wise No. of Persons
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7.2 Tabulation with Two Categorical Variables
Further, using "tabstat" function, you can also calculate a variable with two categorical variables. In this
example, numbers of persons from different Indian States in rural and urban areas are calculated using
the following command: by SECTOR: tabstat <HH_SIZE>, statistics (count sum mean) by (STATE)
As shown in Table 12.1 and Table 12.2, the above mentioned command will produce numbers of persons
in different Indian states for two different sectors viz. rural and urban. While Table 12.1 represents the
rural sector, Table 12.2 represents the urban sector. In these two tables, one can also calculate "sum"
and "mean" of number of persons in addition to the total counts.

Table 12.1: No. of Persons in Different Indian States in Rural Sector (Tabstat Command-Two Variables)

Table 12.2: No. of Persons in Different Indian States in Urban Sector (Tabstat Command-Two Variables)
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The "tabstat” function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus. Click at “by/if/in” in the
Menu bar as shown in Fig. 10 below. On clicking ay “by/if/an”, screenshot of option box given in Fig. 12
will appear. Check “Repeat command by groups ”and selected SECTOR. These selections will also
produce Table: 12.1 and Table: 12.2.

Fig.12: Option Box for Selection of Variable (Tabstat)
7.3 Comparing Two Variables (Two Way Table)
Stata performs cross-tabulation function for two or more categorical variables. In this example, land
possessions by the male and female is compared. Use the following command:
table LAND_POSSESSED_CODE SEX, row col
Here, "land possession" is taken as first variable and "sex" as second variable, whereas row and column
represent the total numbers of male and female on the basis of their land possessed. On use of this
command, Table 13 is produced wherein "land possessed" is given in acres.

Table 13: Cross-Table Comparison for Two Variables
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Cross-table comparison can also be performed in Stata using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Statistics > Summaries, Tables and Tests > Tables >All Possible two-way Tabulations
On selection of options mentioned above from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in
Fig. 13 will appear. Select desired variables (in this case, "Land possessed" and "sex") from the drop
down categorical pan, click at "submit" button. These selections will also produce Table 13.

Fig. 13: Option Box for Selection of Categorical Variable (Two-way Tabulations)
7.4 Three Way Table
The three way table depicts relation between two variables with one categorical variable. For instance,
in the previous example, the relationship between land possession and sex was examined. Let us now
include one more categorical variable i.e. sector using the command given below:
table LAND_POSSESSED_CODE SEX SECTOR, row col
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The above command will produce Table 14 given below.

Table 14: Three-way Table Comparison
Besides, two way and three way tables, Stata also provides for four ways, five ways (and so forth)
comparison of tables.
7.5 Tab2 Command
The "tab2" command basically provides all possible cross tabulation among variables. Carrying forward
from the previous examples, here we have taken land possession, sex and sector as the variables for
cross tabulation. Use the command given below:
tab2 LAND_POSSESSED_CODE SEX SECTOR, row col
Use of above mentioned command will produce three tables given below, namely Table 15.1, Table 15.2
and Table 15.3 respectively.

Table 15.1. Land Possession by Males and Females in Rural and Urban Areas (Tab2 Command)
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Table15.2: Land Possession in Rural and Urban Areas by Males and Females (Tab2 Command)

Table 15.3: Land Possession in Rural and Urban Areas by Males and Females (Tab2 Command)
The above three tables (Tables 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3) provide all possible cross tabulation among the
variables, whereas rows and columns in the command represents the row percentage and column
percentage.
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8. Weight Data
There are four sorts of weight Stata can assign, which are given below:
Fweights (frequency weights)
Pweights (sampling weights)
Aweights (analytic weights)
Iweights (importance weights)
Any of these weights can be used depending upon requirements.
To use "Sampling weight" while doing the cross tabulation between land possession and sex, use the
following command: table LAND_POSSESSED_CODE SEX [pweight = weight]
Use of this command will produce Table 16 given below.

Table 16: Land Possession by Males and Females (Sampling Weighted Scores)
It may be noted that the values shown in Table 16 are much larger than the values of non-weighted cross
tabulation. Because, usually weight is generated to gross up the sample values up to population values.
Weighted data can also be derived using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Statistics > Summaries, Tables and Tests > Tables > Table of Summary Statistics (table)(wrong)
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On selection of above mentioned menu item from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given
in Fig. 14 will appear.

Fig. 14: Option Box for Selection of Variable and Weights
Select variable “Land Possession” and click at “Weight” from the Option Box given in Fig. 14. Fig. 14.1 will
appear with option to select required weight. Select "sampling weights", and click at "submit" button.
Table 16 will be produced.

Fig. 14.1: Option Box for Selection of Weighted Score
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9. Generation of New variables
In Stata, new variables can be generated from the existing variables using "generate command". For
example, to create a new variable from the "SECTOR" variable, use the command given below:
gen Sector=SECTOR
The command given above will generate new variable in the last column with the name of Sector as
shown in Table 17.

Table 17: Generation of New Variable using Generate Command
After generating new variable, you can assign labels and values to the newly generated variable. Use
following command to label new variable: label variable Sector “Sector”
After assigning label to the newly generated variable "Sector", provide the values to that variable, viz. 1
for rural and 2 urban. Use the following command for assigning value:
label define Sector 1 “rural” 2 “urban”
Using above mentioned command, value 1 is assigned to rural sector and value 2 is assigned to the urban
sector. New variable based on mathematical functions, e.g. square, multiplication, addition and
subtraction, etc. can also be generated. For example, square of household size can be obtained using the
following command: gen HH_SIZEsquared= HH_SIZE^2
This command will generate new variable namely, "HH_SIZEsquared" where household size is squared.
Similarly, new variables can be calculated with other mathematical functions.
10. Recoding
Recoding of a variable lead to collapsing of chosen categories in few or lesser categories. In this
example, age of individual in different categories, viz. age group 1 to 10; 11 to 15; 16 to 24; and 24 and
above has been recoded. To recode the variables based on above categories the following command is
to be written: recode AGE 1/10=1 11/15=2 16/24=3 *=4
The above mentioned command will categorise the age variable in four parts. Here "*" implies all other
values. The "recoding” function in Stata can also be executed using dropdown menus as mentioned
below:
Data > Create or Change Data > other variable transformation commands > recode categorical variable
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On selection of “recode categorical variable” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given
in Fig. 15 will appear. Select the variable which needs to be recoded. In this example, "AGE" variable is
selected from “Variables" dropdown pan. Additionally, the kind of recoding needs to be selected from
"Required" dropdown pan given in the option box as shown in the Fig. 15.

Fig.15: Option Box for Selection of Recoding of Categorical Variables
11. Percentile Calculation
Stata can categories a distribution in different formats, e.g. percentile, quartiles, decile, etc.
To find out percentile of a variables, use the command given below:
pctile <varname> = <variable>, nq (100)
To calculate the percentile of consumption, use the command given below:
pctile percentile_consum = CONSUMPTION, nq (100)
This command will generate a new variable with the values corresponding to percentiles. Percentile can
also be calculated using dropdown menus as mentioned below:
Statistics > Summaries, tables, and tests > Summary and descriptive statistics > Create variable of
percentiles
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On making above-mentioned selections from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in Fig.
16 will appear.

Fig. 16: Option Box for Selection of New Variable (Percentile)
In the Option Box given in Fig. 16, write the name of new variable and expressions. Here, name of the
new variable is "percentile"; and in Expression, the name of variable is written as “nq(100)” which mean
percentile. This will produce a new variable, as shown in Table. 18.

Table. 18: Generating New Variable (Percentile)
Similarly, you can also calculate quartile or decile using the following command:
To calculate the quintile value of a variable, user may use the following command:
pctile percentile_consum = CONSUMPTION, nq (25)
To calculate the decile values of variable the following command is to be used:
pctile percentile_consum = CONSUMPTION, nq (10)
Number 10 in the parenthesis (10), will produce the decile values as new variable.
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It is to be noted that above commands dealing with percentile, quintile or decile provide us the values
corresponding to percentile or decile; and do not categorize the whole distribution in e.g. 10 equal parts.
The report provided by NSSO on 64th round explains some variables based on the decile values of
distribution, however the above-mentioned command do not fulfil this requirement. As such, to
categorize the distribution in 10 equal parts, use the command given below:
egen decile_cons=cut (TOTAL), group (10)
Use of above-mentioned command will provide a new variable which categorizes the distribution in 10
equal parts as shown in Table 19.

Table 19: Distribution of Variables in 10 Equal Parts
Note: Calculation can be done based on decile values of consumption. For example, the education level
of household based on decile class of consumption of households is shown in report provided by NSSO.
12. Data Aggregation
Data aggregation function in Stata provides the users to aggregate data from disaggregated data. For
example, data is provided at individual (unit) level in NSSO datasets, and it is to be aggregated from
individual data to household level. Data aggregation function can be used to achieve this. Use the
command given below to aggregating the data:
collapse (sum) <variable>, by (grouping variable name)
To aggregate consumption expenditure from individual level to household level, use the below
command : collapse (sum) TOTAL, by (HHID)
Here, "HHID" is the identification number of households and "TOTAL" is the total consumption
expenditure. In this example, individual consumption data at household level is aggregated by summing
up the consumption of individuals belonging to the similar households. The result of aggregation
command is shown in Table 20.

Table 20: Aggregation of Individual Consumption Data at Household Level
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13. Graphics in Stata
Stata can produce a wide variety of graphs, viz. bar charts, pie charts, histograms, scatter plots, etc.
13.1

Bar Charts

To generate Bar charts, select the following options from the dropdown menus: Graphics > Bar Charts
Option Box given in Fig. 17 will appear on above mentioned selection.

Fig. 17: Option Box for Drawing a Bar Chart
Here, bar chart is created with the mean values of total consumption for different sex viz. male and
female. To do so, "total consumption” is selected from the variable list and mean is selected as the
statistics option. Further, to select the "Sex" variable, click on "Categories" as shown in Fig. 18, the
screenshot of "Option Box" that appears. Then select "SEX" variable in the Group 1, and clicked on "OK".

Fig. 18: Option Box for Creating Bar Chart
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The resultant bar chart that would be generated is shown in Fig. 19 depicting the mean values of
consumption among male and female.
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Fig. 19: Mean Values of Consumption among Male and Female
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To add one more categorical variable to the bar chart, i.e. sector, click on "categories" tab and check at
"Group 2" and select "Sector" as depicted in Fig. 18. The chart generated with additional inputs is shown
in Fig. 20.
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Male
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Urban

Fig. 20: Total Consumption by Males and Females in Rural and Urban Areas
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Further, expenditure on total consumption can also be plotted with one or more variable and for new
graphs can be created. This can be performed by using "by" function in Stata. Click at "By" as shown in
Fig. 17. A new screen will be displayed as shown in Fig. 21, wherein an additional variable can be
selected for depicting the mean values of total consumption. In this example, "social group" is selected
which has produced the bar charts as shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 21: Option Box for Selecting Additional Variables
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Fig. 22: Average Expenditure on Total Consumption for Different Social Group, Gender &Sector
Fig. 22 shows the average values of total consumption expenditure for different social group, different
sex and sector.
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13.2

Dot Charts

To generate "Dot Charts" in Stata, select Graphics > Dot Charts from the dropdown menus. After that,
the following screen having option boxes will appear as shown in Fig. 23.

Fig. 23: Opening Screen with Option Box for Drawing Dot Chart
You can select variables in the option boxes as per your requirement to generate dot charts, as here the
"total consumption" variable with the name of "TOTAL" has been selected as shown in screenshot Fig.
23. After that you need to click on "categories" button where as a result Fig. 24 will appear. In that you
can select the required variable in the "Grouping variable" option box as "religion" variable is selected
here and click on "OK".

Fig. 24: Option Box for Drawing Dot Chart
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Now the dot chart will be generated on the basis of "Mean Values of Total Consumption for Different
Religion" as shown in below Fig. 25.
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Fig. 25: Mean Values of Total Consumption for Different Religion
Further, dot charts can also be drawn for "rural and urban population", in addition to" expenditure on
consumption based on religion". To add this additional variable, click at last tab "By" available on the
screen (as shown in Fig. 24) and select your required variable and click "submit" to generate chart. As a
result, the chart shown in Fig. 26 will be produced.
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Fig. 26: Mean Values of Total Consumption in Different Religion for Rural and Urban Population
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13.3

Pie Charts

Pie chart can be created to depict percentage share. To create pie chart in Stata, select the following
from drop down menu: Graphics > Pie Charts
Screen with Option Boxes will appear consecutively as similar to Fig. 17, 18, 21, 23 and 24. The steps to
generate pie charts in Stata are as same as drawing bar charts and dot charts. In the example given here,
variable "religion" is selected. On submission, a pie-chart is produced as shown in Fig. 27 depicting
religion-wise sample households.

Hinduism
Christianity
Jainism
Zoroastrianism

Islam
Sikhism
Buddhism
No Response

Fig. 27: Religion-wise Sample Households
Likewise, sample for male and female population can also shown as a pie chart in addition to religionwise population. For this, you need to click "By" tab and select the required variable and click on
"submit". This will produce a pie chart as shown in Fig. 28.
Male

Female

Hinduism
Christianity
Jainism
Zoroastrianism

Islam
Sikhism
Buddhism
No Response

Graphs by Sex

Fig. 28: Male and Female Population for Different Religion
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13.4

Histogram

A histogram can also be drawn in Stata using the following selections from the dropdown menus:
Graphics > Histogram
On selection of “Histogram” from the dropdown menu, a screen will appear as depicted in below
screenshot Fig. 29.

Fig. 29: Option Box for Creating a Histogram
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From that screen, select the variable of which "histogram" is to be created. In this example, "Total
Consumption" is selected. On clicking at "submit”, histogram shown in Fig. 30 will be generated.

0

20000
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Consumption expenditure during last 30 days on Total (Rs.)

80000

Fig. 30: Consumption Expenditure during Last 30 Days
Similarly, one may also create histogram for categorical variables, as shown in case of pie chart.
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13.5

Two-way Scatter Plot

Two way scatter plot shows relationship between two variables which help in finding out the outliers i.e.
the values which are not similar to others. In order to prepare a two way scatter plot, select the
following options from the dropdown menus: Graphics > Two Way Graphs (Scatter, Line, etc.)
On selection of “Two Way Graph” from the dropdown menu, screenshot of option box given in Fig. 31
will appear. Click at "Create..." to create a two way scatter plot. On clicking at Fig. 31, Fig. 32 will appear
wherein users can select Y variable and X variable in the respective boxes. In this example, "Age" is
selected in the Y variable box and "HH_Size" in selected in X variable box as shown in Fig. 32. On clicking
at "submit" button, a two-way scatter plot is generated as shown in Fig. 34 which shows relationship
between age and household size.

Fig. 31: Option Box for Creation of Plots / Graphs

Fig. 32: Option Box for Creation of Plots / Graphs and Selection of X and Y Variables
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Fig. 33: Total Expenditure on Consumption: Relationship between Age and Household Size
Similarly, different two way charts can be created based on requirements, i.e. two way bar charts, time
series charts and so on by selecting required plot types as depicted in Fig. 32.
14. Using Log in Stata
"Log function" in Stata provides the facility of saving the main window in the system. The main window
of Stata (shown in Fig. 2), where all the results appear can be saved as SMCL file in the system. Use the
following command:
log using <location and file name>
On using the above-command, all the work done during the session will automatically be saved in the
assigned file that can be opened for later use. Log function in Stata can also be executed using following
command from dropdown menus as mentioned below:
File > Log > Begin
Likewise, you can close, suspend and resume the log anytime in between the use of Stata for different
datasets.
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15. Do file in Stata
"Do file” in Stata provides the facilities of saving the command which have been used by the user. These
saved command can be used in the future. Select Review option of Stata, click and select "save all"
option as shown in Fig. 34.

Fig. 34: Saving Previously Used Commands in Stata using Review Option
You may also open a new “do file” and use command in that file, you may also run the command from
the do file. To open a new “do file”, click on
“new do file” editor from the toolbar, a new window
will appear as shown in Fig. 35.

Fig. 35: Do-file Editor
In Fig. 35, write command and click on
will run in Stata automatically.
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16. Merging Data
Merging data command is one of the most useable commands in Stata. This command provides linking
or merging of two or more files in one file. Merging data command is used at the time of comparing two
variables that are in two different files. There are two types of merging data namely, i) adding variable;
and ii) adding cases.
16.1

Adding Variables

Adding variables imply that the merging of two files with addition of variables in one file from other
file(s). Merging of two files does not involve much complexities when the number of cases are same and
they are at the same level of measurement i.e. both of the files are either at household level or
individual level. But, it becomes more complex when the two datasets are at different measurement
level i.e. one is at household level and other one is at individual level.
These two sorts of adding variables have been elaborated in the subsequent sections.
16.1.1 Adding Variables with Same Level of Measurement
Adding variables with the same level of measurement implies that to files are being merged at the same
level of measurement, i.e. both files are individual files. In order to merge two files, follow the steps
given below:
a) Generation of Common ID;
b) Sort both files based on common ID; and
c) Merging Data
In order to generate a common ID, use the following command:
gen ID=variable1+variable2+variable3
In NSSO 64th round (Schedule 25.2) these variables include FSU_SL_NO, HG_SB_NO, SSS_NO,
SAMPLE_HH_NO, and PERSON_SL_NO.
After generating common ID for both files, sort both files with common ID using "sort ID" command.
After generating and sorting the data, one can merge both the files using the following command:
joinby ID using <filename>
This command merge two files based on one common ID, i.e. ID. In this example, the following command
is used: (common ID???)
joinby ID using "H:\User\Stata\Block-6 Particulars of private expenditure for those aged 5-29 years
who are currently attending at primary level and above.dta".
Here, while Block-5 file is kept opened, Block-6 file is merged into the Block-5 file. To check, whether two
files have merged or not, "describe command" is used which reveals the list of variables.
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16.1.2 Adding Variables with Different Level of Measurement
For merging two files having different level of measurement, i.e. one at individual level and other at
household level, first sort the data by the common ID. After sorting data, merge the two files by using
either "one to many" or "many to one "command in Stata.
While merging data from individual level to household level, use the following command:
merge 1: m ID using <individual file name>
While merging data from household to individual level, use the following command:
merge m: 1 ID using <individual file name>
After using the above commands, check whether the files are merged or not using "ta _merge"
command. If the value turns out to be 3, it implies that the files are merged. For example, in Table 21 the
values 94, 524 are merged, as revealed by 3 in parenthesis.

Table 21: Checking Merged Files
16.2

Adding Cases

In stata user may also add cases in the same variable through the following command:
append using "file name"
Here, file name implies that a user has to specify the location of file and name of file e.g.
"C:\Users\admin\Desktop\second.dta".
17. Help and Find It
"Help and find it” is a very useful command in Stata. It provides help on a given command. For example,
to get help on describe command, use: help describe.
Similarly, you can also use “find it” command, if you do not know the full command for a given function,
e.g. use the following command to find function of “describe” command: findit describe
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